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Dear Parent / Guardian,                           

 

Ready Set Learn is a program designed 

to help children make the transition into 

kindergarten.  

Due to the pandemic, the sessions this year are virtual. 

You can find the sessions on the district website at 

www.pvbears.org. There is a link for “Ready Set Learn” 

in which you can locate the video presentation and 

accompanying parent packet.  

 

This is the FIFTH of five sessions that have been 

posted throughout the year. This session focuses on 

letter sounds and matching numbers to objects.  Please 

watch the video and follow along with the parent 

packet to learn how you can help your child prepare for 

reading and math in kindergarten. 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email Lori 

Hagerman, Curriculum Supervisor, at 

hagerman.lori@pvbears.org  

 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/lhagerman/Downloads/hagerman.lori@pvbears.org
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Letter Sounds 

 
Goal: The child will look at a letter and name the sound the letter makes.  

 

Materials: Lower case letter tiles  

Possible Places: Home or library  

Activity  

Review:  

Place letters in rows organized randomly, not alphabetically. Have your child 

name all the letters as quickly as he/she can.  

Parent: You know the name of these letters. Point to each one and say the 

letter’s name.  

I do: Choose 2 new letter sounds to highlight, example /m/ and /p/.  

Parent: You just named letters. Today you are going to learn the sounds that 

some letters make. We use letters to spell sounds in words. When you know 

the sounds of letters, you can begin to read.  

The word map begins with the sound /mmmm/. Listen /mmmm/ /ap/, 

/mmm/.  

What is the first sound in the word map? (Wait for response). The letter that we 

use to spell the /mmm/ sound is the letter m. Hold up your letter m and say 

/mmm/. Trace the letter m with your finger and say /mmm/. These words 

begin with /mmm/ too. After I say each word, I want you to point to the letter 

m and say the sound /mmm/. (Repeat the above steps for other letter 

sounds.)  

m- (man, meet, Mike, met, mint, mouse)  

p- (pin, pan, park, pet, pill, pup)  

We do:  

Parent: Now I am going to name some words that will either start with /m/ 

spelled m or /p/ spelled p. We will point to the letter that each word starts 

with and repeat the sound. Let’s try some together.  

⇒ Let’s say the word, milk (wait for response). Milk starts with the sound 

/mmm/. Let’s point to m and say /mmm/ (wait for response).  

 

(Repeat the above process with the words: mop, pond, puff, mug, pick, pod)  

You do:  

Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. I am going to name some 

words that will either start with /m/ spelled m or /p/ spelled p. We will point to 

the letter that each word starts with and repeat the sound.  

⇒ Say the word, pole (wait for response). Point to letter that spells the first 

sound in pole (wait for response). Say the sound the letter makes.  

 

(Repeat the above process with more words that begin with /m/ and /p/)  

Extension: As your child gets more comfortable with this process, introduce 3-

4 letters at a time. Review previously introduced letter sounds often. 
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Letter Sound Fluency 
 
 

Goal: The child will be able to name the sound for each lowercase letter 

accurately and quickly.  

 

Materials: Lowercase letter cards  

 

Possible Places: Home, library, school  

 

Activity  

Review:  

I do: Place letters in rows organized randomly, not alphabetically. Have 

your child name all the letters as quickly as he/she can.  

Parent: You know the name of these letters. Point to each and say the 

letter’s name.  

Parent: Put the lowercase letters that have been introduced to your child 

in a random order, not alphabetical, in front of your child. We are going to 

play a game called, “Letter Detective”. I am going to say the sound a 

letter makes and you point to it as quickly as possible. Watch. Say 

/mmmm/ and point to lowercase m. Do it quickly. Repeat this for several 

letters.  

 

We do:  

Parent: Let’s try one together. I am going to say the sound of a letter and 

we are going to point to it as quickly as possible. Ready? Say /t/ and point 

to lowercase t with your child. Do it quickly. Repeat this for several letters.  

 

You do:  

Parent: Now you try some. Remember, I am going to say the sound, and 

you are going to point to the letter that spells that sound as quickly as 

possible. Ready? Say the sound of a letter and watch for your child to 

point to it. Repeat this for more letters.  

 

Extension: Choose lowercase letters and place them into randomly 

organized rows. Have your child try to name the letter sounds as quickly as 

possible. Time your child and chart progress for added incentive.  
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Blending Letter Sounds  

 
Goal: The child will be to blend the letter sounds of words.  

Materials: Lower case letter tiles  

Possible Places: Home or library  

Activity  

Review:  

Place letter tiles of known letter sounds in rows organized randomly, not 

alphabetically. Have your child point to the letter and say each sound.  

Parent: Point to each and say the letter’s sound.  

I do: Choose letter sound tiles to highlight, example /m/, /a/, /p/, and /t/ if 

the child knows these letter sounds in isolation.  

Parent: You just pointed to letters and named the sounds. Today you are 

going to blend these sounds that you know to read words. When you can 

blend the sounds of letters, you can begin to read. Watch how I blend the 

sounds of the letters, m, a, p. (Letter tiles m, a, p in front of child).  

⇒ I touch m and say /mmmm/. I touch under a and say /aaa/. I touch 

under p and say /p/. I move my finger under all the letters and say 

map (slowly). I can move my finger quicker and say map (faster this 

time).  

 

(Repeat the above process with the words: tap and mat or with 

applicable letter sound tiles.)  

We do:  

Parent: Let’s try some together. We will point under each letter tile and say 

the sound of the letter. We will move our finger under the word slowly, then 

more quickly.  

⇒ Place the word pam in front of the child. Touch and say each sound 

with me. (Touch and say /p/ /aaa/ /mmm/) Let’s blend the sounds. 

(Move fingers slowly under the word pam). Let’s blend the sounds 

faster this time. Move finger with child faster under the word.  

 

(Repeat the above process with the words: map and pat or 

applicable letter sound tiles.)  

You do:  

Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. I am going to give you 

letter tiles. I need you to touch and say all the sounds and run your finger 

under the word as quickly as you can two times. Place words with the 

chosen letter sounds such as: pat, tap, pam, map, tam, mat. 

 

Extension: Ask your child to use the words read in a sentence to help 

increase vocabulary. Also, you can have your child read through words 

blended in lesson for fluency practice.  
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Segmenting to Spell  

 
Goal: The child will be able to segment in order to spell words.  

Materials: writing instrument, paper, lower case letter tiles, page in this 

packet with lines for letter tiles 

Possible Places: Home or library  

Activity  

Review:  

Place letter tiles of known letter sounds in rows organized randomly, not 

alphabetically. Name a sound and have your child point to the letter.  

Parent: Point to the letter that stands for the sound (chosen sound).  

I do: Choose letter sound tiles to highlight, example /m/, /a/, /p/, and /t/ if 

the child knows these letter sounds in isolation.  

Parent: You just pointed to letters as you listened to the sounds I said. 

Today you are going to listen to sounds in words and build the words with 

letter tiles. This helps us to spell. Watch how I do it:  

⇒ The word is map, the sounds are /mmm/ /aaa/ /p/. There are three 

sounds, so I draw three lines. Now I need to find the letters that stand 

for each sound. The first sound is /mmm/ (get tile m and place it on 

the first line). The next sound is /aaa/ (get tile a and place it on the 

next line). The next sound is /p/ (get letter tile p and place it on the 

last line). I just spelled the word map, m, a, p, map.  

 

(Repeat the above process with the word: tap or another word with 

applicable letter sound tiles.)  

We do:  

Parent: Let’s try some together. Count the sounds in each word. We will 

draw a line for each sound. We will build the word with letter tiles.  

⇒ The word is Pam, Let’s say the sounds in Pam, /p/ /aaa/ /mmm /. 

There are three sounds, so I draw three lines. Now I need to find the 

letters that stand for each sound. Let’s find the tile for /p/. Let’s find 

the tile for /a/. Let’s find the tile for /mmm/. We just spelled the word 

pam, p, a, m, pam.  

 

(Repeat the above process with the word mat or another word with 

applicable letter sound tiles.)  

You do:  

Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. I am going to say a 

word. I need you to count the sounds. Then you will draw lines for each 

sound and build the word with letter tiles.  

⇒ The word is ________. How many sounds? How many lines? Find a 

letter tile card for each sound. What letters did you use? What’s the 

word? (Repeat the above process with applicable words based on 

known letter sounds.)  
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Page for Use with “Segmenting to Spell” Activity 

(use to place letter tiles) 

 

 

 

 

 

__________     __________     __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________     __________     __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________     __________     __________ 
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Kindergarten Guide Words and Gestures 
 

a apple Sweep hand across body as if apple was in your palm 

b ball Bounce ball 

c cut Make scissors with finger 

d dig Make digging motion with shovel 

e echo Put hand on each side of mouth as if yelling 

f fly Flap arms like wings 

g gulp Gulping water from glass 

h hot Fan mouth with hand like tongue is burned 

i itch Scratch an itch 

j jump Pretend to jump rope 

k kick Lightly move foot like foot kicking 

l lollypop Lick lollipop 

m Mmmmmm Rub belly like something tastes good 

n no Point finger like parent telling child no 

o octopus Sweep a hand across your body like an octopus 

swimming, using fingers as tentacles 

p popcorn Closed fists, open fingers like popping corn 

q quack Press palms together and open like duck quacking 

r Rrrrrrr Like bear growling 

s snake Slither hands 

t Tick tock Move arms like hands on a clock, making t sound 

u up Point up with finger 

v vacuum Pretend to push a vacuum back and forth 

w wave Wave hand to friends 

x ax Chop hands on arm like ax 

y yes Arms up in shape of Y-raise the roof 

z zipper Move hands up and down in front of body as if opening 

and closing coat zipper 
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Number Identification/Number Writing 

 

Goal: To identify and write numbers 0-10 

 

Activities: 
 

 Use sensory art to create and feel the numbers.  Cut the 

numbers 1-10 out of sandpaper and have your child practice 

tracing the numbers the way they should be written.  Or, write 

the numbers 1-10 on paper using glue.  Sprinkle glitter or sand on 

them and let them dry.    

 

 Go on a number hunt!  Write the numbers 1-10 on little pieces of 

paper.  Hide them throughout the house and have your child try 

to find them.  To make it even harder, only allow them to find the 

numbers in the correct counting order.  

 

 Play hopscotch.  

 

 Fill a ziplock bag with shaving cream or sand and have your 

child use his/her finger to practice making the numbers in it. 

There’s no mess and it’s a lot more fun than just using a paper 

and pencil. 

 

 Neighborhoods are full of numbers on mailboxes, curbs, 

doorways, and signs. The next time you head out for a stroll, 

keep your eyes peeled for numbers and take turns calling them 

out.  

 

 

 Writing 
 

 Work with your child on printing his or her name. 

 It is important that they use the uppercase (capital) letter for the 

first letter only.  The rest of the letters should be lowercase letters. 

 If they have mastered their first name, go ahead and work on 

the last name.  The same rules apply: use uppercase (capital) for 

the first letter only and the rest are lowercase. 

 It is best to get them used to using a pencil for this task.   

 

 


